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Recent experimental data on K+ production at 2.1 GeV/nucleon are not explained by either the cascade model or
the fireball model. Here we introduce a hybrid model in which the total kaon yield is given by individual nucleon-
nucleon collisions but its momentum distribution is determined by the temperature of the pion. The model is able to
explain the data. The possibility of studying K+ yield as a signature for the pionic instability in heavy-ion collisions
is indicated.
NUCLEAR REACTIONS &' production, X' -7t' interaction. „
Recently, experiments' were carried out in
Berkeley to measure the K' spectrum in relativ-
istic heavy-ion collisions. The motivation of
these experiments was the hope of learning about
the initial stage of the collision process. The
reason that K' serves as such an appropriate ob-
servable is that it interacts weakly with nucleons
(with a total cross section =10 mb) and therefore
has a relatively long mean free path in nuclear
matter (=7 fm). This implies that once a K' is
produced, it most likely leaves the nuclear mat-
ter without interacting with the nucleons. This
contrasts with the nucleons and pions which in-
teract strongly with nucleons and, hence, carry
information about the final stages of the collision
process. Preliminary data on the K' spectrum
are already available.
A theoretical study of K' production in relativ-
istic nuclear collisions using the linear cascade
model has been reported by Randrup and Ko.' In
their study, the production of K' is treated per-
turbatively, that is, the effect of K' production on
the propagation of nucleons is neglected. Due to
the small ratio(=0. 1%) of the K' production cross
section to the nucleon-nucleon total cross section,
this perturbative approach might be appropriate.
The input to the calculation is the K' angular and
energy distributions from baryon-baryon collis-
ions. From the limited experimental data on K'
production in p-p collisions, a simple one-pion
exchange model has been used to parametrize the
K' distributions. The theoretical predictions of
Randrup and Ko, however, underestimate apprec-
iably the K' momentum distribution at large angles
when compared with the preliminary data of
Schnetzer et al. ' On the other hand, Asai, Sato,
and Sano' have carried out the nuclear fireball
model. calculations for kaon production. They as-
sume that N, p, b, , A, 5, and K are in chemical
equilibrium. Using a freeze-out density p=0.14
fm ', they found that the experimental proton and
pion spectra can be reproduced reasonably well.
As for K', only the slopes of the experimental
spectra are well explained by the model; the ab-
solute yield is a factor of 40 larger than the data.
This observation agrees with the unpublished re-
sults of the author.
Various suggestions have been proposed for un-
derstanding the experimental data. Schnetzer
et pl. 4 suggest that high energy pions (with energy
above =700 MeV) produced in the collision may
collide with nucleons to produce K' with large mo-
mentum and at large angles. It is not known yet
how important this effect is. Randrup' has ex-
tended the cascade calculations of Ref. 2 by allow-
ing the K' produced in baryon-baryon collisions
to interact with the nucleon before leaving the nu-
clear matter. His preliminary calculation shows
that it is possible to make the calculation of Ref.
2 agree with the data in Ref. 1 if proper adjust-
ment is made on the number of rescatterings by
nucleons.
Based on the fact that the number of pions pro-
duced in these reactions is comparable to or
even larger than the participating number of nu-
cleons and that the K' interacts strongly with
pions because of the p-wave resonance K* (891
MeV), one expects that it is more likely that the
K', on its way out of the collision region, would
be rescattered by pions rather than nucleons. To
put it more quantitatively, let us estimate the total
cross section of K with pion. We assume that a
single resonance with angular momentum J dom-
inates the reaction. In this case, we have
or+, =4w(2J+ 1)/km,
where k is the momentum of K' or p in the center-
of-mass system at the resonance energy. For the
K* resonance, we have J=1 and 4 = 1.45 fm '.
Then the total cross section in Eq. (1) is =180 mb.
If we further assume that only the isospin —,' chan-
nel contributes to the cross section because K*
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has I= &, the following relation holds for the total
cross section:
cled
+ + ~ op+ Q ~ Og++~ 0 o 1 ~ 2 ~ (2)
Consequently, the average K'7I total cross section
is
or., =—,' (0 + —', x 180+—', x 180)= 60 mb .
The first factor —,' occurs because we assume that
the pion has equal probability in its three charge
states. The K'g cross section is therefore a fac-
tor of 6 larger than the K+X cross section. In-
cluding the finite width (I' = 50 MeV) of K* would
effectively reduce the cross section; but the in-
clusion of the isospin & channel and other partial
waves would increase the cross section again.
Hence, we expect that, on the average, 0~.,» gg
In order to include the effect that K' is pre-
dominantly rescattered by pions, we propose a
simple hybrid model for K' production in rela-
tivistic heavy-ion collisions. In this model, we
assume that kaons are produced by nucleon-nu-
cleon collisions as in the model of Randrup and
Ko. Since we are interested in energy regions
which are only slightly above the K' production
threshold (1.5 GeV/nucleon), kaons are produced
mainly from the first encounter between a projec-
tile nucleon and a target nucleon. For 2.1 GeV/
nucleon, the calculation of Randrup and Ko shows
that more than half the kaon yield is from these
nucleon-nucleon collisions.
The momentum distribution of the kaons, how-
ever, is assumed to be determined by the con-
dition that they are in kinetic equilibrium with
pions. The kaon temperature is therefore
governed by the temperature of the pion. To de-
termine this temperature, we assume that pions
are in chemical equilibrium with nucleons and
deltas. Together they form the conventional fire-
ball.
For collisions with equal mass projectile and
target, the kaon inclusive cross section in the











projectile and target masses, respectively. The
average K' production cross section (o$„) is ap-
proximately one-thousandth of the nucleon-nucleon
total cross section, i.e., (or~„) = 80 N, b at 2.1
GeV/nucleon.
For the case of Ne on NaF at 2.1 GeV/nucleon,
the velocity of the fireball is P=0.V c. The tem-
perature of the fireball according to Ref. 3 is 115
MeV if only pions, nucleons, and deltas are in
chemical equilibrium. The cross section oz is
taken to be 9 mb from Ref. 2 and is slightly smal-
ler than the above estimate. We then obtain the
K' inclusive cross section, as shown by sol.id
curves in Fig. 1, and observe that the calculated
K' spectra agree with the data in both magnitude
and slope.
To further test the model introduced in this pa-
per, we have to pursue the following two studies.
First, we must generalize the model to collisions
between asymmetric systems and compare it with
the data. Unfortunately, such data are still pre-
liminary. Furthermore, the simple formulaintro-
duced above in Eq. (4) has to be modified. Second,
we should compare our model to the realistic cas-
cade model, taking into account the interaction of K
with both nucleons and pions. In order to do this, a
more accurate estimate of the K 'w cross section
based on reasonable theoretical models is needed.
pp cosg~e-b'(H3P
cose)-N g I T
d~v ]
p~dp dA
x(2gM z T) ~crz. (4)
0
Here p and z are the momentum and energy of K',
respectively, P is the velocity of the fireball. , and
y =(1 —P') "'. The temperature of the fireball is
denoted by T, whil, e the mass of K' is M~=494
MeV. The cross section 0~ is the total inclusive
K' cross section as calculated by Randrup and Ko.
It is roughly given by AB(o$„), with 4 and B the
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FIG. 1. E' momentum distribution in the laboratory
from the reaction Ne on NaF at 2.1 GeV/nucleon. The
experimental data are from Ref. 1. The solid curves
are from the model calculation described in the paper.
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The model proposed in this paper can also be
tested using coincident experiments. Since K'
interacts strongly with z but very weakly with
g', we expect strong correlation between K' and
rather than between K' and p'. If one can mea-
sure the coincidence of K' with pions around the
resonance energy, one should be able to test the
validity of the model.
The study of K' production in heavy-ion collis-
ions is of importance in another respect. We
know that K' production from nucleon-nucleon
collisions is describable in terms of the one-pion
exchange model. In the initial stage of heavy-ion
reactions, it is very probable that nuclear matter
of a density more than twice the normal density
exists. If there is any pionic instability present
at such high density, we should expect that some
kinematic regions would show an enhanced K'
yield, morethanthatpredicted inRef. 2. SinceK is
unlikely to be reabsorbed due to the conservation of
strangeness, we would still expect some enhance-
ment of the total K' yields even if they are re-
scattered by other hadrons. This is very different
from pion production. Although the pion produc-
tion rate in the presence of such a pionic instab-
ility is similarly enhanced, its absorption rate by
nucleons is equally increased. Therefore, pions
produce no net effect. Certainly, a more careful
analysis of the K' production, taking into account
the above-mentioned effect, is required before
one can hope to detect it experimentally.
Note added in proof. 'The data in Fig. 1 are the
new data from Berkeley. We have not attempted
to modify the calculations which agree better with
the original data.
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